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Personal Injury Lawyer Doug Zanes Releases Best-Selling Book

Arizona trial attorney provides straightforward advice on the reality of personal injury law.

Tucson, AZ (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Released on August 11th, Winning Your Personal Injury Case by
author and personal injury lawyer Doug Zanes is the ultimate 8-step guide to protect your health, family and
finances. Within just 12 hours of the e-book’s release on Amazon, it became a #1 bestseller in multiple
categories, including personal injury law, law specialties and consumer guides.

The book shares solutions that Zanes Law, a Tucson and Phoenix personal injury law firm, uses daily to
actively help current and potential clients recover their lives after an injury. Zanes shares real-life experiences,
highlighting a variety of personal injury accidents. Readers will learn about the legal process when it comes to
insurance carriers while working through automobile accident cases. He gives a firsthand perspective on how to
achieve what you deserve as compensation.

Doug Zanes created the book to guide its readers through life-changing personal injuries. Zanes provides
comfort and wisdom gained from 17 years of practicing law. The book is available on Amazon and by request
from any of the Zanes Law locations. On its Amazon webpage, the book has already garnered several positive
reviews. Readers have hailed Winning Your Personal Injury Case as an “empowering resource” and “eye
opening” and recommend the book because it is “easy to understand” as well as “informative and insightful.”

“Time and time again people ask attorneys questions and they’re given the wrong answers. That doesn’t help
anyone,” said author Doug Zanes, CEO and responsible attorney of Zanes Law. “By providing as much
information as we possibly can to the public, we give folks the tools to make the right first step. We’re here to
help. I hope my book can provide people with answers to get started down the right path.”

As a professional and experienced law firm, Zanes Law offers free one-on-one consultations along with
detailed online information. As a firm dedicated to providing instruction to those who don’t hire a legal team,
Zanes Law’s main focus is to protect people against revenue-geared insurance companies or other victimizing
parties.

Zanes Law additionally supplies supplemental educational materials to the public, including infographics, blogs
and an easy-to-use website to help everyone get the answers they need quickly and simply. In tandem with the
book launch, Doug Zanes hosts his own talk show, Personal Injury Legal Tips with Doug Zanes, an honest
view on topics ranging from law to insurance policies.

Listen to the Personal Injury Legal Tips with Doug Zanes talk show or read the Zanes Law Blog to capture a
wealth of information. You never know when you might be involved in a personal injury case. It’s better to be
safe and educated than sorry.

For more about Zanes Law, please visit ZanesLaw.com. To interview Doug Zanes, please call the contacts
listed at the bottom of this release.

ABOUT ZANES LAW
Zanes Law is an 11-year injury law firm in Arizona, with a large practice in motor vehicle accidents and other
injury cases. Founded in 2003, the firm is led by Doug Zanes, an Arizona injury lawyer, and (non-attorney)
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Entrepreneur Claudia Zanes, Leading the Business for 10 Years. Its attorneys have more than 50 years of
combined experience in personal injury law. Zanes Law has two offices in Tucson and two in Phoenix, and
prides itself on strong community involvement. More information is available by calling (888) 894-0135 or
visiting ZanesLaw.com.

MEDIA CONTACTS:
Alexandra Salazar
McFadden/Gavender
O: (520) 882-6262
M: (520) 820-9948
alexandra(at)mcfaddengavender(dot)com

Alexis Kieft
McFadden/Gavender
O: (520) 882-6262
M: (520) 909-7343
alexis(at)mcfaddengavender(dot)com

Website:
www.ZanesLaw.com
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Contact Information
Alexandra Salazar
MCFADDEN/GAVENDER
http://www.mcfaddengavender.com/
+1 (520) 882-6262

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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